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A simple global exercise program to overcome
obesity
Abstract

Speical Issue - 2016

This policy article discusses a feasible global exercise program to prevent and
overcome obesity. This program demands a regular practice within a daily or every
other daily schedule. Should the body be adapted to such a rhythmic regular exercise
program, it becomes automatically immune against obesity. The program must not be
interrupted or ceased at any time or it will drop in effectiveness.
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Discussion
Obesity is a rising problem in today’s life and makes human
prone to a multitude of diseases. Thus, obesity reduces life quality
considerably. This epidemic problem will need to be overcome or it
will ruin human life in modern ages. While prevention is a priority,
obesity can be managed after incidence if such global exercise
programs are practiced regularly.1
Effective exercise has two crucial components of intensity and
regularity. They both must be maintained within critical limits for a
global exercise program to prove successful in preventing obesity,
especially in reducing abdominal and visceral fat depots. Weekly
recommendations are no longer justified. Adequate physical activity
must be exercised daily or at the very least every other daily. Sweating
must occur and heart beating rate must effectively increase for a
minimal prolonged period of 30 min at each exercise occasion.1–3
Continuous running even slowly meets requirements for this
global exercise program. Running demands no major expenses and
can be conducted almost everywhere at any time. Running favours
coronary heart regions and refreshes metabolism in peripheral tissues.
As a result, oxidation rate increases and waste management in gut and
peripheral tissues experiences major improvements. During running,
all major muscles of the body become active in energy production
and consumption. As a result, waste is not accumulated and cancercausing mechanisms are interrupted and cancelled. For this cellular
reason, running is considered anti-cancer.4–6 Spending only 30-60min
for running on a daily or every other daily basis and indeed regularly
is a feasible global practice that prevents obesity and removes extra
fats in abdominal areas.7,8

high for the exercise program to prove effective in preventing and
overcoming obesity, especially in abdominal regions.
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